Background. Avian influenza A virus H7N9 has caused 5 epidemic waves of human infections in China since 2013. Avian influenza A viruses may face strong selection to adapt to novel conditions when establishing themselves in humans. In this study, we sought to determine whether adaptive evolution had occurred in human-isolated H7N9 viruses.
The novel reassortant avian influenza A H7N9 virus originated from multiple reassortment events of avian influenza viruses involving hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) from migratory birds from along the east Asian flyway and the 6 internal genes from the chicken H9N2 avian influenza viruses [1, 2] . Since it emerged in the spring of 2013 in China [3] , it has caused 5 epidemic waves of human infection in China. The fifth epidemic wave (2016-2017), compared with earlier waves, started earlier and grew rapidly, reaching human infection case levels not previously observed [4] . H7N9 viruses have now surpassed H5N1 viruses in the numbers of laboratory-confirmed human infections despite limited dissemination outside of China [5] . This raises concerns about its pandemic threat to public health.
Avian influenza viruses must adapt to novel conditions when establishing themselves in humans, a process that provides strong selection for viral adaptation. Dynamic gene mutation and reassortment of genes have been considered the key factors responsible for influenza A virus virulence and changes in host tropism [6] . Increased epidemic activity of H7N9 in China may drive, at least in part, ongoing viral evolution and adaptation. Despite extensive studies on surveillance, structures, infectivity, transmission, and pathology of H7N9 influenza viruses [2, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , the genetic dynamics of their transmission from avian sources to humans have not yet been well understood.
In this study, we examined the evolution of H7N9, which has invaded human populations multiple times, with the goal of determining whether adaptive evolution had occurred on branches leading to changes in host tropism (from avian to human). For this, we considered all 8 [19] was used to separately align all 8 gene segments, with alignments manually adjusted to correct for frame-shift errors.
Phylogenetic Analysis
Maximum likelihood (ML) trees were reconstructed separately for the HA and NA sequences from all H7N9 and related sequences (H7N1, H7N2, H7N6, H7N7 and H4N9, H6N9, and H11N9) and the 6 internal gene (MP, NP, NS, PA, PB1, and PB2) sequences from all H7N9 and H9N2 using RaxML v8.2.4 [20] , using the GTRGAMMA model and 1000 bootstrap replicates.
Selection Analyses
The CODEML program in the PAML package [21] was used to identify signals of potential positive selection. Because using the whole phylogenetic tree as a guide tree to identify selection signals required too much computational time, we divided the topology into 296 subgroups and applied PAML to each. For HA, based on the HA phylogenetic tree, 370 of the 1082 human-isolated H7N9 virus strains were divided into 30 phylogenetic groups that each involved >1 avian-to-human host tropism change. In the same way, the phylogenetic trees of NA, MP, NP, NS, PA, PB1, and PB2 were divided into 34, 37, 40, 39, 39, 41, and 36 phylogeny groups, respectively. For each of these groups, the best-fit model for nucleotide substitutions was selected using ModelTest 3.7 [22] under the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [23] (Supplementary Table 2) . Phylogenetic trees were then reconstructed for each subgroup using ML and Bayesian inference (BI) analyses with Phyml v3.0 [24] and MrBayes v3.12 [25] , respectively. Bayesian trees used 4 chains (3 heated, 1 cold) and were run for 5 × 10 6 generations, with sampling every 100 generations. When the log-likelihood scores were found to stabilize, a consensus tree was calculated after omitting trees from the first 25% of the generations as burn-in.
The following models for the 296 groups were used to assess selective pressure: (1) 1-ratio model, which assumes an identical ω value for all branches in 1 group; and (2) branch-site model, which was used to determine whether the genes have undergone positive selection on a foreground branch. Bayes Empirical Bayes (BEB) analysis was used to calculate the Bayesian posterior probability of any positively selected sites and branches. Finally, the likelihood ratio test (LRT) statistics were calculated between the following model pairs: test 1 (branch-site model vs branch-site model with fixed ω 0 = 1) and test 2 (branch-site model vs M1a). Twice the difference in log-likelihood values of LRTs (2∆lnL) between the 2 models, which follows a χ 2 distribution with the degrees of freedom equaling the difference in the number of parameter estimated for the model pairs, was calculated to determine the significance of the difference [26] .
Analyses of Convergent/Parallel Evolution
The reconstruction of ancestral sequences was carried out using the Codeml program implemented in the PAML package [21] . The numbers of convergent and parallel amino acid substitutions along branches that lead to human isolates were then counted. The statistical significance of the number of convergent/parallel evolutionary substitutions between pairs of branches was tested using the method of Zhang and Kumar [27] .
Parallel amino acid sites and positively selected sites were mapped to the 3-dimensional protein structures of the HA (Protein Data Bank code: 4LCX [9] ) and NA (Protein Data Bank code: 4MWL [18] ) using VMD v1.9.3 [28] .
RESULTS

Positive Selection on Human-Isolated H7N9 Viruses
H7N9 strains isolated from humans are dispersed among avian isolates in the phylogeny of H7N9 viruses ( Figure 1 ). Because the use of the whole phylogenetic tree is too computationally demanding to detect positive selection, we divided the topology into 296 groups, each containing at least 1 avian-to-human tropic transition. For each group, phylogenetic trees were reconstructed by both maximum likelihood and Bayesian analysis (Supplementary Figure 1) . The CODEML program, in the PAML package [21] , was then used to identify signals of potential positive selection, which were found in 3 genes (NP, NS, and PA), with 18 putative positively selected sites identified (H7 numbering) in branches that lead to human-isolated strains ( Table 1) .
The number of independent branches leading to human-isolated viruses was 100 for the HA gene (Supplementary Table 7 ). However, we failed to detect any signals of positive selection on any of these branches.
In contrast, of the 127 branches that led to human-isolated viruses for the NP gene Table 10) , with 1 branch (PA-17a) having a significant signal for positive selection (P < .05). However, for this gene, no amino acid sites in the sequence had significant evidence for positive selection (P < .05).
Parallel Evolution of Human-Isolated H7N9 Viruses
In our searches for sites that evolved in parallel on human-isolated H7N9 virus lineages, we found 34 sites that evolved in parallel among the 8 gene segments (Table 1) .
The HA gene had 6 sites with significant signals of parallel evolution: R148K occurred on HA-5a, HA-9e, and HA-12d (P < .01); V195A occurred on branches HA-18c and HA-20a (P < .01); L235Q occureed on branches HA-12a and HA-27f (P < .01); M245I occurred on branches HA-12a and HA-12d (P < .01); Q511K occurred on branches HA-11b and HA-18g (P < .01); and G552R occurred on branches HA-16a and HA-29d (P < .01).
The NA gene had 7 parallel amino acid sites: C9Y occurred on branches NA-9b and NA-32c (P < .001); T16I occurred on NA-2c, NA-2h, NA-3a, and NA-6a; G18S also occurred on branches NA-3a and NA-6a (P < .001); Y166H occurred on branches NA-1a and NA-1f (P < .001); N218D occurred on branches NA-11a and NA-17c (P < .01); V233I occurred on branches NA-1c and NA-22d (P < .01); and R289K occurred on branches NA-1b and NA-9c (P < .001). NS-8a, NS-8d P < .001*** PA PA-17a R57Q PA-6a, PA-21d P < .001*** M182L PA-20a, PA21b P < .001*** Q556R PA-15b, PA-20a. P < .001*** PB1 NA D76N PB1-20c, PB1-24a PB1-24a, PB1-29a PB1-20c, PB1-29a P < .01** P < .001*** P < .001*** K176R PB1-8a, PB1-20b P < .001*** For the MP gene, branches MP-24c and MP-28b shared 1 statistically significant (P < .001) parallel mutation: K97E.
The NP gene had 2 parallel amino acid changes: A284T occurred on branches NP-5b, NP-5e, and NP-26a (P < .001), and R452K occurred on branches NP-28d and NP-40b (P < .01).
The NS gene had 3 parallel amino acid sites located on the NS1 segment: I111V occurred on branches NS-5b and NS-26d (P < .001); V145I occurred on branches NS-8a and NS-8d (P < .001); N127T occurred on branches NS-12b, NS-26d, and NS-36c (P < .001).
The PA gene had 2 parallel amino acid sites: R57Q occurred on branches PA-6a and PA-21d (P < .001), and Q556R occurred on branches PA-15b and PA-20a (P < .001).
The PB1 gene had 2 parallel amino acid sites: D76N occurred on branches PB1-20c, PB1-24a (P < .001), and PB2-5a PB2-16a P < .001*** S534F PB2-17c PB2-26a P < .001*** T106A PB2-2a, PB2-21d PB2-2a, PB2-21e PB2-2a, PB2-21f PB2-2a, PB2-22a PB2-21d, PB2-21e PB2-21d, PB2-21f PB2-21d, PB2-22a PB2-21e, PB2-21f PB2-21e, PB2-22a PB2-21f, PB2-22a P < .01** P < .001*** P < .001*** P < .001*** P < .001*** P < .001*** P < .001*** P < .001*** P < .001*** P < .001*** Q591K PB2-1b PB2-8b PB2-16c a Bayes Empirical Bayes analysis. Positive sites for foreground lineages Prob (w > 1), *P > .95; **P > .99.
b The statistical significance of the convergent/parallel evolution between 2 branches was tested using the method of Zhang and Kumar. *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001. PB1-29a; and K176R occurred on branches PB1-8a and PB1-20b (P < .001). There were 9 parallel amino acid sites in the PB2 gene. Four sites were shared on >3 branches: T106A was shared on 5 branches: PB2-2a, PB2-21d, PB2-21e, PB2-21f, and PB2-22a (P < .001); Q591K was discovered on 3 branches: PB2-1b, PB2-8b, and PB2-16c (P < .001); E627K was shared on 25 branches: PB2-1c, PB2-5a, PB2-6a, PB2-6b, PB2-6e, PB2-6f, PB2-8c, PB2-8d, PB2-11a, PB2-14a, PB2-16b, PB2-17b, PB2-18a, PB2-20a, PB2-21d, PB2-21e, PB2-22b, PB2-26a, PB2-27b, PB2-28b, PB2-29b, PB2-29c, PB2-32a, PB2-35c, and PB2-36a (P < .001); and D701N was found on 5 branches: PB2-3a, PB2-16d, PB2-23b, PB2-25a, and PB2-29a (P < .001). Five parallel amino acid sites occurred on 2 branches: H127N occurred on branches PB2-17c and PB2-24a (P < .001); V292I occurred on branches PB2-2a and PB2-21f (P < .001); K526R occurred on branches PB2-5a and PB2-16a (P < .001); S534F occurred on branches PB2-17c and PB2-26a (P < .001); and E627V occurred on PB2-21c and PB2-35a (P < .001).
DISCUSSION
H7N9 viruses have invaded humans multiple times since 2013. Adaptation of an organism to changing environments is fostered by its genetic variability, which is established by mechanisms ranging from single-nucleotide polymorphisms to large-scale structural variations that satisfy the protein demand (protein expression level) and function (functional improvement of proteins). In this study, we determined whether the human-isolated H7N9 viruses have undergone positive selection that might have allowed them to adapt to a new host and thus new environment. In addition, we also examined whether convergent/parallel evolution occurred during the multiple adaptations of this virus to human hosts.
Positive selection is the force that drives the increase in the prevalence of advantageous traits, and the detection of sites experiencing positive selection has been used to identify functionally important amino acid residues [29] . Within H7N9 genomes, 3 genes possessed significant signals for positive selection on human-isolated branches (5 of 127 branches in the NP gene, 2 of 115 branches in the NS gene, and 1 of 95 branches in the PA gene, all of them P < .05), with 18 positively selected amino acid sites identified in 2 of these genes (17 sites in the NP gene and 1 site in the NS gene) ( Table 1) . Only a very low proportion of the human-isolated branches show significant signals of positive selection (P < .05). The PAML package used to detect positive selection in this study tests whether there is a significant excess of replacement changes over silent changes at a site or on a lineage (P < .05) [21] . A reasonable inference of statistically significant result (P < .05) from PAML is the occurance of positive selection, but it should be noted that the lack of a significant result (P < .05) does not imply the absence of positive selection. Sequence length, sequence divergence, and the strength of positive selection were all found to affect the power of this method [30] . In addition, sampling bias might influence our analysis.
When similar morphological or physiological changes occur in multiple evolutionary lineages, convergent and parallel amino acid changes in key genes likely occur [27, 31] , and such parallel or convergent changes provide signals of adaptive evolution due to the fact that a complex character is unlikely to originate more than once by chance [32] . Therefore, to identify sites that might be important for adaptation, we detected amino acid sites that evolved by convergent/parallel evolution on multiple branches leading to human-isolated viruses. In total, we detected 34 parallel amino acid sites distributed across all 8 genes. the receptor-binding region and are in close proximity to the antigenic site (Figure 2) . Some of these sites had been identified in earlier studies as having functional roles. Specifically, R156K was previously suggested to be associated with changes in the HA receptor-binding specificity [33] , whereas amino acid substitution site 244 (H3 numbering) alters the antigenic specificity of HA [34] . V195A (H7 numbering) is conserved in other human-infecting H7 strains (H7N1 and H7N4), substantiating its potential role in host shift [35] . Nevertheless, the functional roles of M252I (H3 numbering) need further study. Furthermore, the parallel evolution site R289K (N9 numbering) in the NA gene is located on a β-pleated sheet (Figure 3 ) and is associated with resistance to oseltamivir [36, 37] . It is noteworthy that E627K and D701N in the PB2 gene are found to have undergone parallel evolution in human-isolated branches. These 2 sites have been shown to be critical for the mammalian adaptation of avian influenza viruses [38] [39] [40] [41] . Mutation 591 at the PB2 gene was previously observed to enhance polymerase activity in mammalian cells [42, 43] . In conclusion, during the multiple invasions of the H7N9 virus from avian species to humans, parallel evolution occurred to adapt these viruses to the new mammalian environment, with many of these parallel evolving sites having important functional roles in mammalian adaptation. When H7N9 viruses cross over species barriers to infect human, they face new selection pressures arising from their new host environment. In this study, we detected 18 positive selection sites and 34 parallel evolution sites in these human-isolated viruses. However, no sites were detected to have undergone both positive selection and parallel evolution. The natural selection sites might play a role during the multiple adaptation of H7N9 to human host. Some sites, such as Q591K, E627K, and D701N in the PB2 gene, R156K, V202A, and L244Q in the HA gene, and R289K in the NA gene have been demonstrated in previous studies to play an important role in mammalian infections. However, we have identified several others sites that have experienced natural selection that are intriguing and are worthwhile candidates for further experimental study.
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